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1. Introduction. The systematic study of the most general modular fields

of characteristic p appears in its classical form in the famous Steinitz mono-

graph [5]. Very little further analysis of such fields has been undertaken,

except that in 1934 Hasse and Schmidt [2] showed that the structure of com-

plete fields with valuations can be discussed in terms of a suitable transfinite

but "separable" generation for an arbitrary modular field K. The theorem

that such a "separable" generation (with the specific properties quoted be-

low, in §9) must exist for every field K they stated but did not prove. We

propose to show that their theorem, as stated, cannot be true. First, certain

special cases or modifications of this theorem can be established, as in §§4

and 5, but badly imperfect fields and fields obtained by the adjunction of a

denumerable infinitude of algebraically independent elements can be suitably

constructed (§§7 and 8) as counter-examples to the general theorem. The

most elaborate of our counter-examples, given in §8, seems almost pathologi-

cal, but actually initiates many problems on the structure of such modular

fields, such as the generalization of the lemmas used to analyze such an ex-

ample or the formulation of other canonical generations for arbitrary fields.

What "separable" generations of a field K are considered? If K can be

obtained from a prime field P by the successive adjunction of elements, each

one of which is transcendental or separable algebraic over the field previously

obtained, then K has a "separating transcendence basis" over the subfield P.

When there is no such separating basis, it may still be possible to represent

the whole field K as the union of the fields of a tower

(1) MocMi<zM2c ■ ■ ■  cK,

in which each individual field M¿ does have a separating transcendence basis.

Such towers of "residue-class fields" M¿ appear in the Hasse-Schmidt analysis

of a topologically complete field $ with a discrete valuation. The "residue-

class field" K of such a field $ is obtained just as the Galois field of p ele-

ments is obtained by reducing the integers (or the ^-adic integers!) modulo p.

To construct a complete field $ with given residue-class field K one seeks to

obtain $ by successive extensions

* Presented to the Society, November 26, 1938; received by the editors October 14, 1938.

t For a discussion of valuations, see, for instance, Albert [l, chaps. 11 and 12].
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(2) WocWlicWi2C   ■ ■ •   Cfi

parallel to the tower (1) under the residue-class field. This parallel construc-

tion requires the Hensel-Rychlik irreducibility theorem, which states that a

separable polynomial git) with a root x in the residue-class field K corre-

sponds to a polynomial over the complete field $ with a root £ in $ (and in

the residue class x).* This theorem will construct 3Jîi/21co provided Mi is

separable and algebraic over M0 in (1); hence the desirability of a separable

tower (1).

For a perfect field K, Schmidt obtained such a "Steinitz" separating

tower. For instance, if K = P(t, tp , tp 2, • • • ) is obtained from a perfect

subfield P by the adjunction of all pth roots of a single indeterminate t, and

if Se is the subfield P(tp~"), then we have a "tower"

00

50c5ic52c53c • • • ,        K = E^,,
e-0

where the summation sign used here denotes the "union" or "composite" of

the fields Se indicated. This tower then has additional properties:

(i) Each Se is separable over the transcendence basis tp~\

(ii) Se-i = Sep, where 5/ denotes the field of all pth powers of elements

of Se.

For imperfect fields Schmidt has formulated a generalized Steinitz tower,

constructed over a suitable base field L, and having properties similar to (i)

and (ii). Our counter-examplesf concern this tower, and we show in §§4 and 5

that a modified such tower is possible if K has a finite transcendence basis

over L. Our chief tool is Lemma I in §2, which makes it possible to exchange

certain elements for other elements in a given transcendence basis, without

any loss of separability. This lemma resembles the so-called Steinitz exchange

theorem.

The subfields L over which the towers for the "relatively perfect" field

K are to be constructed are obtained in §3 by a simple application of Teich-

müller's notion of the /»-basis of a modular field [6, §3]. The last paragraphs

contain a precise statement of the relation of our counter-examples to the

theorem of Schmidt.

2. The exchange lemma. We consider exclusively fields of characteristic

a fixed prime p. If L c K are such fields, an element a of K is said to be

* Cf. Hasse-Schmidt [2, p. 31 ], or, for the p-adic number case, Albert [l, Lemma, p. 296].

f The results of Hasse-Schmidt in [2 ] on complete fields with valuations are not called into ques-

tion, since Witt and Teichmüller have subsequently established them by other methods. See [7], [8],

or [4].
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separable over i if a satisfies over L an irreducible polynomial equation with-

out multiple roots. The field K is separable algebraic over L if every element

of K is separable and algebraic over L. If K is not algebraic over L, a tran-

scendence basis for K over L is a subset T of K such that K is algebraic over

L(T) but not algebraic over L(T') for any proper subset T' of 7\ Here L(T)

denotes the field obtained from L by adjoining all elements of the set T.

We shall be concerned often with a "separating" basis T. A subset T of K

is a separating transcendence basis (s.t.b.) for K over L if and only if T is a

transcendence basis for K over Z, such that K is separable algebraic over

L(T).

Theorem 2.1. A field K has a separating transcendence basis over a subfield

L if and only if the elements of K can be well ordered in such a way that every

element b of K is either transcendental or separable algebraic over the field Kb

obtained by adjoining to L all elements prior to b in the well ordering of K.

For a given s.t.b. T the required well ordering can be constructed by list-

ing first the elements of T in any order and then the remaining elements of K

in any order. Conversely, given the well ordering, the corresponding s.t.b.

T is simply the set of those elements b which are, respectively, transcendental

over the corresponding fields Kb. A field K with such a well ordering has been

called by Schmidt [2] a field "separable" over L. Hence K is "separable" over

L if and only if it has a s.t.b.

Inseparable equations involve the variables only as pth powers. If a poly-

nomial in the variable y (the coefficients may involve other variables) can

be written as/(y) =2~2aiyi>>e with at least one a.-^O we say that/has exponent

p' in y. We recall that an element a inseparable over a field L satisfies an ir-

reducible equation/(y) = 0 over L in which y has exponent pe > 1 ; furthermore

pe is the smallest exponent such that ap' is separable over L. We call p.e the

exponent of a over L. (In Steinitz' work e itself was known as the exponent.)

The following "exchange" lemma is used repeatedly:

Lemma I. If in a field K the elements of a subset T cK are algebraically

independent* over a perfect subfield P of K, and if the element y of K is separable

over the field P(T), while y1,p is not separable over P(T), then there is an element

x in the set T such that y is not separable over] P(T— {x\, xp). Any such ele-

ment x is separable over P(T— {x}, y), but not over the field P(T— {x}, yp).

In effect, the lemma says that the fields P(T— {x}, x) and P(T— [x\, y)

each consist of elements separable over the other field—an exchange of x for y.

* A set of elements is algebraically independent over a field if the elements satisfy no non-trivial

polynomial equations with coefficients in the field.

f Here T— \x\ denotes the set T with the element x deleted.
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Proof. The algebraic equation for y over P(T) can be written in the form

g(y, T) =0, where g has coefficients in P, is of exponent 1 in y, and is irreduci-

ble as a polynomial over P in the variables y, T. If g had exponent p or greater

in each variable of T, we could take the pth root of each term in g(y, T) to get

a separable equation for yllp over P(T), counter to hypothesis. Therefore, at

least one quantity x of T appears in g with exponent 1. If T' = T— {x} be

the set of the remaining elements in T, the equation g = 0, in the form

g(y, x, T') =0, shows that x is algebraic over the field P(y, T'). The elements

y, 7" of the set generating this field are therefore algebraically independent.

By construction, g(y, x, T') is irreducible as a polynomial in the variable x

over the ring P[y, T']. The Gauss lemma shows that g(y, x, T') is also ir-

reducible as a polynomial in x over P(y, T'). Since the polynomial has ex-

ponent 1 in x, the root x is separable over the field P(y, T'), as asserted.

Furthermore, x cannot be separable over the smaller field P(yp, T'), for in

that event y would be separable over P(x, T') which in turn would be separa-

ble over P(yp, T'), although y manifestly satisfies an inseparable irreducible

equation of degree p over P(yp, T').

The element x so exchanged with y was chosen as any element of T of

exponent 1 in the equation g(y, T)=0. The assertion of the lemma that it

may be chosen as any x such that y is not separable over P(T— {x}, xp) is a

result of the following lemma:

Lemma II. If the elements of T cK are algebraically independent over a per-

fect subfield P of K, and if an element y in K satisfies a separable polynomial

equation/(y) =0 with coefficients in P[T] and irreducible over P[T], then an

element x of T appears in this equation with exponent 1 if and only if y is in-

separable over PiT— {x}, x").

If x appears in/only with exponent p'>i, then/(y) =0 is manifestly an

irreducible separable equation for y over PiT', xp), where T' = T — \x\. This

establishes one half of the lemma. Conversely, suppose that x appears with

exponent 1 in/(y). Then/(y) = g(y, x, 7") has exponent 1 in x and in y and

is irreducible in the ring P[y, x, T'], where y, x, and T' are regarded as inde-

pendent variables. Consider the polynomial

gi'Ky", xP, T'p) = [giy, x, T')]p

where gip) denotes the function obtained from g by replacing each coefficient

by its pth power. Then gCp)(yp, x"> T'p), which is the pth power of an irreduci-

ble polynomial g in P[y, x, T'], can be in no way reducible in the smaller

ring P[y, xp, T'], which does not contain this irreducible factor giy, x, T').

In other words, g(p)(yp, xp, T'p) is irreducible in P[y, xp, T'\ and hence by the
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Gauss lemma is irreducible in P(xp, 7") [y]. This means that the element y

satisfies an equation with exponent p over P(xp, T'), which makes y insepara-

ble over this field P(xp, T'), as asserted.

An element a is said to be purely inseparable over a field L if a"m is in L

for some power pm. If pm is chosen as the least such power, then x"m—apm = 0

is known to be the irreducible equation satisfied by a over L. A field K is

purely inseparable over L if every element of K is purely inseparable over L.

If an element a of K is both purely inseparable and separable algebraic over

L, then a satisfies over L two equations, a separable equation f(x) with no

multiple roots and a purely inseparable equation with only one root. The

greatest common divisor of these two equations is linear and has the form

x—a = 0, with a coefficient a in L; hence the useful remark (Teichmüller

[6, Theorem 12]):

Lemma III. An element a both separable and purely inseparable over a

field L lies in that field.

3. Relatively perfect intermediate fields. The perfect closure or least per-

fect extension of a field K is the field obtained by adjoining to K all roots x1/p°

of elements x in K, for all integers e ̂  0. If Kpt is taken to denote the field

of all elements xp\ for x in K, then Kp~l is the field obtained from K by the

adjunction of all /»th roots of elements of K, while the perfect closure Kp~'°

becomes Kp"° = K (Kp'\Kp~\ ■ ■ ■).

F. K. Schmidt has called a field K relatively perfect over a subfield L if the

perfect closure of K can be obtained by adjoining to K roots of elements in L

alone; that is, if KP~°° = K(LP~°°). Here K(LP~°°) can be considered as the com-

posite K u Lp~x of K and Lp~x formed within the larger field Kp"°. In particu-

lar, K is certainly relatively perfect over L if K = KP(L); that is, if

Kp~1 = K(Lp~1). For the construction of field towers we use the existence of

such subfields L in the following explicit sense :*

Theorem 3.1. If P is a perfect subfield of K, then there exists an intermedi-

ate field L with PcLcK such that K = KP(L) and such that L has a sepa-

rating transcendence basis over P and is relatively algebraically closed] in K.

To establish this theorem, we utilize the notion of /»-independence due to

Teichmüller [6]. A subset X of if is /»-independent in K if KP(X') is a proper

subfield of KP(X) whenever X' is a proper subset of X. Alternatively, X is

/»-independent if and only if no element x in X is contained in the field

Kp(X— \x}). A subset X of K is a /»-basis of K if X is /»-independent in K

* F. K. Schmidt [2] states without proof a similar theorem, omitting the property, essential

to our purposes, that L is relatively algebraically closed in K.

t L is relatively algebraically closed in K if and only if every element of K algebraic over L is in L.
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and if, in addition, K = KpiX). It follows readily that X is /»-independent

in K if and only if each finite subset of X is /»-independent. This means, in

other words, that the degree [Kpixi, ■ ■ ■ , xm):Kp] is pm for any m distinct

elements xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm of X. The latter statement was used as a definition of

/»-independence by Teichmüller [6, §3], so that our definition agrees with

his. We next obtained another alternative definition based on the following:

Lemma 3.2. If Y is a p-independent subset of K, then K n KP(Y)
= KnKp(Yp~x).

Here and subsequently K n L denotes the intersection of the fields K and

L, while Kp(Yp~x) designates the field KP(Y, Yp~l, • • • ) obtained by adjoin-

ing to Kp all elements yp~°, for y in F and e a positive integer.

Proof. We need only derive a contradiction from the assumption that

some x of K not in KP(Y) is in KP(YP~°°). For such an x there is an integer

e>0 such that x is in Kp(Yp"), but not in the field Me = Kp(Yp~e+1). There

then is a finite subset Z of F such that x is in the field Me(Zp~'). Therefore x

has the form x=f(yp~', ■ ■ ■ , yp~') where each y¡ is an element of Z, where

the polynomial/has coefficients in Me, has degree less than p in each variable

yv~°, and contains at least one variable, say y\", with an exponent 1. If g is

the polynomial obtained from / by replacing each coefficient by its peth

power, then

(i) x"' - g(yi, • • • , y„) = o

where g has coefficients in Mf cKp, and is of degree less than /» in y¡. Hence,

over the field Kp(y2, • • • , y„), yi satisfies the separable equation (1) as well

as the purely inseparable equation yip =a, a in Kp. Therefore yi lies in

Kp(y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn) as in Lemma III, contrary to the assumed /»-independence

of the set F.

From this lemma one obtains the following theorems:

Theorem 3.3. Criterion for independence. A subset X of K is p-inde-

pendent in K if and only if no x in X is contained in the field KP(X% °°) where

Xo =X — \x} is the set X with x deleted.

Theorem 3.4. A subset X of K is a p-basis of K if and only if X is a p-inde-

pendent subset of K for which Kp~x' = K(XP~K).

Proof. If X is a /»-basis, then by definition K = KP(X), so that an applica-

tion of the isomorphism a<-»ap yields the equation K" =Kpi(Xp). By induc-

tion, we then obtain K—KP'(X), or, by another isomorphism carrying each

element into its peth root, Kp~" = K(XP"). This yields the conclusion that

K(X"~°°) is the perfect closure of K.
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Conversely, if K'~" = K(XP~°°), then Kp~°° =.Kp(Xp"°), K c K'(X'~"), and

hence by Lemma 3.2, K c KP(X). This is exactly the condition used to define

a /»-basis.

Returning to the existence of relatively perfect subfields, we prove a more

explicit form of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.5. If P is a perfect subfield of K, if X is any p-basis of K, and

if L is the field of all elements of K algebraic over P(X), then X is a separating

transcendence basis for L over P and K = KP(L).

When this theorem has been established, Theorem 3.1 will be an immedi-

ate consequence, for a straightforward argument by transfinite induction can

be used to establish the existence of a /»-basis X for any field K (Teichmüller

[6]).
Proof. The fact that the set X is algebraically independent over P is

known (Teichmüller [6, Theorem 15]). If L did not have X as a s.t.b., there

would be an element z in L inseparable with exponent/» over P(X).

The element y = zp is therefore separable over P(X), although yllp is not

so separable, as in the hypothesis of Lemma I (§2). The conclusion of that

lemma produces an element x in X which is separable over P(X— {x}, zp)

and hence over the larger field Kp(X—{x\). But x is also purely inseparable

overi£>(X— [x]), and therefore x must be contained in the field KP(X— {x}),

contrary to the assumed /»-independence of the set X.

Finally, since XcL is a /»-basis of K, K = KP(X) cKp(L) must hold, as

stated in the theorem.

4. The Steinitz field tower. Throughout this section we shall study the

properties of a certain tower of fields over one of the intermediate fields L

constructed in the last theorem.

Hypothesis. P is a perfect subfield of K; X is a p-basis of K; L is the field

of elements of K algebraic over P(X).

For any transcendence basis T of K over L, we consider the set

(1) Sn = ®n(K; L(T)) =  [all ain K with ap" separable over L(T)],

consisting of all elements of K with exponents />" or less over L(T). Steinitz

[5, §14, Theorem 2] showed that S„ is a field and that K is the union of these

fields Sn :

(2) 50c5ic52c • ■ • ;        K = So(Si,S2,- ■ ■).

We call this chain of fields a Steinitz field tower for K over L. Steinitz' results

also yield (Steinitz [5, §13, Theorem 1]) the following description of this

tower :
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Lemma 4.1. Each field S„ of the tower (2) consists of those elements of K of

exponent p or less over the previous field Sn-i-

If K>L, then T is non-void. Furthermore each inclusion in the tower (2)

is a proper inclusion. For were Sn = Sn-i, there would be no elements of ex-

ponent p" and hence no elements of any larger exponent over L(T). There-

fore K = Sn-i and K""'1 cS0, which means that Kp>~1 is separable over L(T),

while Kp" is separable over L(TP). Because X is a /»-basis of K, the definition

of §3 makes K = KP"(X) =KP"(L) =L(KP"). This implies that K, like Kp", is

separable over L(TP), and that any / in T is so separable. But t = (tp)llp is

also purely inseparable over L(TP) so that Lemma III requires t to be in

L(TP). This is a contradiction because the set Tp is composed of elements

algebraically independent over L. We conclude that

(3) K > L implies S„ > Sn-i, n = 1, 2, • ■ • .

In the special case K a perfect field, the structure of the Steinitz tower

has been formulated thus by Schmidt:

Theorem of F. K. Schmidt. If K is a perfect field containing a perfect

field L = P relatively algebraically closed in K and if K has a transcendence basis

T over L, then

(i) The nth field Sn of the Steinitz tower (2) has the separating transcendence

basis Tp'n over P;

(ii) Sn = P(Spn+1).

Proof. In this case, we can assume L = P because L is constructed from a

/»-basis X, whereas a /»-basis of a perfect field is automatically empty. The

second conclusion of the theorem can be asserted in the stronger form

Sn = Sp.+i because of Lemma 4.1 and because each element of Sk has a pth

root in the perfect field and hence in the field Sn+i- Furthermore, if y is an

element of S„, then yp" satisfies a separable irreducible equation with coeffi-

cients polynomials from P[T], so that the />"th root of this equation yields

for y itself a separable equation with coefficients in P[Tp~n]. Therefore Tp~",

patently contained in Sn, is a s.t.b. for Sn, as asserted.

Our main problem is then the investigation of the two properties (i) and

(ii) given for the Steinitz tower in this theorem, in the case K not a perfect

field. We consider first the question of separating transcendence bases as in

property (i). Our next objective is the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2. If K has a finite degree of transcendence over L, then each

field Sn of the Steinitz field tower (2) has a separating transcendence basis Tn

over L and hence also has a separating transcendence basis X+Tn over P. Each

basis Tn has the same number of elements as does T.
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Proof. We construct first a transcendence basis for Si. Suppose that the

finite transcendence basis T has exactly m elements which are /»th powers in

K, so that

(4) T = U + W",        W" = {wi, ■ ■ ■ , wmP\,

while no element of U is in Kp. Then U+W, where W is the set \w\, ■ ■ ■ ,wm\,

consists of elements of the field Si. If this set U+W is not already a s.t.b.

for Si, there is an element z in Si not separable over L(U+W). We seek a

modified basis T* containing y = zp. By hypothesis, the element z has expo-

nent /»over L(T) =L(U, Wp) and also over L(U, W). Since L is separable over

P(X), K/P has the transcendence basis X+U+W, and, by the transitivity

of separability, z has exponent /» over P(X, U, Wp) and P(X, U, W).

Let f(z) — 0 be the irreducible equation for z over the polynomial ring

P[X, U, W}. Then/must have exponent /> in z; but no element of W can

appear in/ with an exponent 1, for otherwise Lemma II would imply that zp

is inseparable over P(X, U, Wp), contrary to hypothesis. Suppose that all

the variables of U appear with exponent at least /» in /. As / is irreducible

and inseparable in z, at least one of the elements of X+W+U has exponent 1

in /. This must then be an element x of X. Since f(z) is irreducible over

P[X, Up, Wp], Lemma II implies that y = zp is inseparable over the field

P(Xo, Up, Wp, xp) where X0 = X — {x}. Therefore, by Lemma I, x is separable

over P(X0, Up, W", z"), and hence over K»(X0). This contradicts the assumed

/»-independence of X.

There must then be an element u from U with exponent 1 in/(y) ; in par-

ticular, we know that U is not void. Another application of the exchange

lemma to the polynomial/(y) shows that u is separable over P(X, Wp, U0, zp),

where Uo-U— {u}. In other words, the transcendence basis

(5) T* = Uo+Wp+ {zp},        Uo=U-\u},

for K over L has exactly m+1 /»th powers, one more than T, and T* is separa-

bly equivalent to T in the sense that L(T) is separable over L(T*) and con-

versely. Consequently @„(X; L(T))=<Bn(K; L(T*)) for every n, so T and T*

yield the same Steinitz towers (2).

Repeated applications of this transition from T to T* whenever U+W

is not already a s.t.b. for Si will, after a finite number of steps, either yield a

s.t.b. for Si or a new transcendence basis Tr = Wrp for K/L consisting only

of /»th powers. In this case the remark above that U^O shows that WT must

be a s.t.b. 7\ for all z in Si.

This construction of a basis Ti for Si yields by induction a similar s.t.b.

for each Sn, for according to Lemma 4.1, Sn consists of elements of exponent /»
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or less over 5„_i, just as Si consists of elements of exponent /» or less over S0.

The theorem is thus established.

For a subsequent use in §5 we need the following lemma:

Lemma 4.3. If Cn=S„ — Sn-i is, for n>0, the set of all elements of K of

exponent exactly pn over L(T), then, when ZVO,

L(Cnv) = L(Snv),        L(Cn) = L(Sn) .

Proof. By (3), there exists an element x in G with exponent /»" over L(T).

If y is an arbitrary element of Sn not in C», then y has an exponent pm,

(m<n), over L(T). Hence y lies in Sn-i and xy must be in Cn = Sn—Sn-i-

Since x is in G, y is in L(Cn); therefore L(Sn) cL(Cn). Similarly

i     \p     r p "    /- '(xy)   tCn , x   eC„  ,

yv = ixy)P/xP t L(Cn),        L(S") c L(Cn").

5. Modified towers of fields. When K is itself a perfect field, the Steinitz

field tower (§4, (2)) has the useful property (ii) of Schmidt's theorem (§4) :

Sn=P(Sn'+l). Though we cannot assert this fact for every Steinitz field tower,

we can in certain cases obtain another tower with an analogous property by

omitting certain of the fields from the Steinitz tower.

Theorem 5.1. If, in the hypothesis of §4, the transcendence basis T for K

over L is finite, then there exists a set of subfield s Mk of K,
oo

(1) M0cMicM2cM3c ■ ■ ■  cK,        K=2Z^k,
k=0

where E denotes the union of the fields Mk, such that

(i) Each Mk has a separating transcendence basis T{ over L,

(ii) Mk c L(DP+1) where Dk+i = Mk+i — Mk is the set of elements in Mk+i but

not in Mkfor k = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

More explicitly, we shall show that every Mk can be picked as a field

Mk = Sek from the Steinitz tower (§4, (1)). In other words, we shall exhibit

integers 0 = e0<ei<e2< ■ ■ ■ such that the conditions (i) and (ii) above ob-

tain. That such fields Sek form a tower (1) is trivial, while (i) follows from

Theorem 4.2. To establish (ii), we shall show by induction that if the in-

tegers e0 < ei < e2 < • ■ ■ ' < ek have already been chosen, there is an integer

ek+i >ek such that Mk = Sek c L(Dk+i). Here

Uk+\  =  O ek+l   — Oe^JtHi  —  ^Ci-il-l  =  ^<7.+l>

where Cn=Sn — Sn-i, as in Lemma 4.3. Hence it will suffice to demonstrate

SekcL(Cve   ). This is a consequence of the following lemma :
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Lemma 5.2. For any integer e^O, there exists an integer m>e so that in the

Steinitz tower Se cL(Cmp) whereCm = Sm—Sm-i.

The proof will depend essentially upon the finiteness of T and the "rela-

tive perfection" of K over L. This latter property we assume in the form (cf.

Theorem 3.5) K = KP(L) =L(KP). Let Tebe a separating transcendence basis,

obtained as in Theorem 4.2, for Se over L. The basis Te is finite because T is,

while TecL(Kp); so there is a finite set R of elements of K such that

Te c L(RP). Since K =23S», each element of R is in some one Steinitz field Se,

so that there is a finite integer m>e such that R c Sm. Combining these con-

clusions, we have Te c L(Smp).

Consider now any element z in Se. By the construction of Te, z is separable

over L(Tt) and hence over L(Smp). But z is also in Se, hence in Sm since m>e.

Therefore zp is in L(Smp), so that z is also purely inseparable over L(Smp). This

implies that z is in L(Smp), so that Lemma 4.3 gives

(2) SecL(SmP) = L(Cm")

as required for the lemma.

Theorem 5.1 is now established under the essential hypothesis that the

transcendence basis is finite. Examples readily show that the same method

cannot be used when T is infinite. However T will certainly be finite when the

transcendence degree of K over its subfield P is finite. This special case we

reformulate as follows:

Theorem 5.3. If K has a finite transcendence degree over a perfect subfield

P, then there exists a tower of sub fields
no

(3) LcM0cMicM2c ■ ■ ■  cK,        it = 23 ^*,
i=0

all containing P, such that

(i) L has a separating transcendence basis over P ;

(ii) Each field Mk has a separating transcendence basis over L;

(iii) L is relatively algebraically closed in K, and K = KP(L) ;

(iv) MkcL(Dvk+l) where Dk+i = Mk+i-Mk, for k = 0, 1, • • • .

6. Exponent lemmas. The difficulties in the way of proving properties (i)

and (ii) of Schmidt's theorem for arbitrary Steinitz towers will be subse-

quently illustrated by elaborate examples, which require as a preliminary the

structure of the Steinitz tower for a purely transcendent extension of a perfect

field.

Lemma 6.1. If T is a set of elements algebraically independent over the field F,

and if K = F(TP~X) is the field obtained from F by the adjunction of all elements
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lp~~" for e any integer and t in T, then for any e

(1) ®eiK;FiT))=FiTp").

In other words, £(rp_e) is exactly the set of the elements a of K such that apt

is separable over FiT). A Steinitz field tower for K over Fiji) is then

(2) F(T) cF(Tp_1) c£(2>-2) c

Proof. Se = <£>e(K; F(T)) denotes the set of all a in K such that ap" is

separable over £(2"). That Sez>F(TP~') results immediately, so that we need

only prove the converse F(TP~') d Se. Since any element of Se depends alge-

braically on but a finite number of the elements of T, it suffices to give a

proof for the case when T is finite. We treat this case by an induction on

the number of elements in T.

Case 1. T has one element h. Over the field Se any power z = /p_m, with

»»>e satisfies an equation zpm~' = tp~\ This equation is irreducible over Se

because otherwise the pth root of tp~" is in Se. This would imply that /p_1 is

in So and hence is separable as well as purely inseparable over F(t). Conse-

quently, t""1 is in F(t), an impossibility. Therefore zpm~' = tp~" is irreducible

over Se, and the degree of z = tp~m is

(3) [Se(tp~m):Se] = p"-', m> e.

Suppose now that an element a of Se is not in £(/p_i). For a sufficiently

large m, a t £(¿p~"). As Se^Fitp", a) >£(¿p_í), we have according to (3) the

following degree relations:

[Fitp~m):F(tp~e, a)] < [Fitp~m):F(tp~")] = pm~',

[Fitp~m):Fitp",a)\ ^ [Seitp~m):Se] = />"-%

a contradiction. We have proven &eiK, Fit)) =£(/p_e).

Case 2. Suppose next that the lemma is known when the transcendence

basis has w —1 elements, and let T = T0+ {t} have n elements, so that T0 has

» —1 elements. K contains a subfield £'=£(r0p~°c) and K = F'itp~°°). Any a

in K with apt separable over FiT) has ap' also separable over £'(/) so that a is

contained in £'(/p_e) =£(/p~", r0p_e°) by the proof of the previous case. If we

set £0 = £(/p_e), then a is in £0(rop_°°) and has ap' separable over £0(r0).

Therefore, by the induction assumption, a is in

Fo(Tf') =FÜP~°, Tf') =FiTp"),

as required in the assertion (1).

7. Irregular Steinitz field towers. We shall now show that the field tower

Mk of Theorem 5.1 with the special property
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MkcL(Dk+i),        Dk+i = Mk+i - Mk,

can be taken to be a Steinitz field tower itself whenever the transcendence

basis T has only one element, but not always in other cases.

Theorem 7.1. If the basis T of the hypothesis of §4 consists of exactly one

element, then

(1) Sk = L(SPk+i), Ä-0, 1,2, ••• .

Proof. By Theorem 4.2 each field Se has over L a s.t.b. consisting of one

element te. Thus each Se consists of the elements of K of exponent /» or less

over L(te-i). By reason of this symmetry it patently suffices to prove our con-

clusion Se-i = L(Sep) only for the case e = l. Since h is in Si and not So, it

has exponent /» over L(tg) and also over P(X, to). By the exchange lemma,

some element of {t0} +X can be exchanged with t-p. If l0 is not so exchange-

able, this means, as in the exchange lemma, that hp is separable over P(X, t0p),

and that some x in X can be here exchanged with tf. This exchange makes x

separable over P(X—{x),top,txp) and thus over KP(X— {x}). Hence (Lem-

ma III) x lies in KP(X— \x\), counter to the /»-independence of the set X.

It must then be possible to exchange t0 with t-p. Hence to is separable over

P(lip, X) cL(hp). By the transitivity of separability, every element of S0 is

then separable over L(hp) cL(Sip). Every element of So is in Si and hence is

also purely inseparable over L(Sip). Combining these facts (Lemma III), we

conclude that SocZ,(Sip), as required in the theorem.

We now show by an example that this theorem is not always true when T

has more than one element. Over a perfect field P construct the field

(2) K = P(x, yp~°°, zp~x) = P(x, y, z, yp~\ zp~\ yp~\ zp~\ ■■■)

where x, y, and z are algebraically independent over P. The element x is by

inspection a /»-basis of K (cf. Teichmüller [6, Theorem 18]). Furthermore

P(x) is relatively algebraically closed in P(x, yp~*, zp~e) because any field is

relatively algebraically closed in a purely transcendental extension. P(x) is

then also relatively algebraically closed in K, so that the field L of our hy-

pothesis (cf. §4), consisting of all elements algebraic over P(x), here becomes

P(x) itself. If we now introduce the quantity

(3) m = xzp~x + yp~l,        up = xpz + y,

then T= [u, z} is a" transcendence basis for K over L, because y = up—xpz.

For the Steinitz field tower relative to this basis T, we shall demonstrate

(4) So = P(x, u, z),        SiP = P(x", y, z).
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From these equations it is clear that £(Sip) =P(x, y, z) <S0, unlike (1), so

that here Theorem 5.1 certainly does not hold.

The first equation of (4) will be established if we show S0c£(x, u, z).

Since K is a purely inseparable extension of L(y, z), K is also a purely in-

separable extension of the larger field P(x, u, z) s L(y, z), and any element of K

is either in £(x, u, z) or is purely inseparable over P(x, u, z) =L(u, z). There-

fore the field So of separable elements of K is P(x, y, z), as in (4).

The crux of the example is the second equation of (4). Note first that

(5) Si" = So n KP.

Introduce the additional subfields

F=Pixp), B = Pix",y,Z) =F(y,z),

so that the terms of (5) become

(6) So = B(x, u) = BHxpY'p,ixpz + y)l'p), Kp = Biyp~"°, zp~°°).

Any element a of the intersection S0 n Kp is in S0 and so has a pth power ap

separable over B =F(y, z), by (6). But y and z are algebraically independent

over F, so that by Lemma 6.1, applied to a and to the field Kp, a must be in

F(yp~1, zp_1). The expression (5) can then be rewritten as

(7) 5ip = S0 n F(yp~\ z""1) = £((xp)1/p, Çxpz + y)1'") n B(y1'p, z1/p).

The generators xp, y, and z of B are algebraically independent over P. Under

these conditions the intersection on the right of (7) has been shown to be B

itself.* This establishes the second half of (4).

The field K of this counter-example has a relatively simple structure, for

K is simply P'(x) where P' = P(yp~x, zp~°°) is the maximal perfect subfield

of K. The field K has a s.t.b. over this field P'. The example, however, can

be so modified that this simple alternative description of its structure is not

possible. We now construct such a modification in which the base field P is

itself the maximal perfect subfield of K.

Over the perfect field P, consider four denumerable sets of quantities

Y = {3'i, y», ■ • ■ I,Z = {zi, s,, • • • }, V = {oi,vt, ■ ■ • },W = { wi, w2, ■ ■ ■ }.

Let the elements of the set V + W+ {yi, zx] be algebraically independent

over P. Define the remaining elements by the equations

(8) yk+i = vk + yk,        Zk+i = wk + zk,       k = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

* Mac Lane [3, §6]. The intersection was computed to show that the lattice of all fields between

B and B11" is not a modular lattice in the sense of G. Birkhoff ; that is, is not a Dedekind structure

in the terminology of O. Ore.
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and construct the field K = P(V,W,Y,Z). Then one can show that X = V + W

is a /»-basis of K, that the corresponding field L is P(V, IF), and that T = {u, Zi}

is a transcendence basis for K over L, where u is defined by u = ViZ2+y2. Rela-

tive to this transcendence basis, the Steinitz field tower begins with the field

So = L(u, Zi). By an extension of the argument of the last example we compute

S? =P(Vp, Wp, yP, z2p) and hence find that L(Sp)=P(V, W, yh 2i). This

field does not contain the element u of So, for

u   = (viZi + y2)   = vi (wi + zi) + vi + yi

is an irreducible equation for u over L(Sip). Hence S0 is not contained in

L(Sip), and the conclusion of Theorem 7.1 does not hold for this example.

Furthermore, in this case the maximal perfect subfield Kp°° of K is the

base field P. For P(Y, Z) contains all elements vk and wk by (8) and hence is

the whole field K. Furthermore, the set Y+Z is algebraically independent

over P, and it can be readily seen* that the maximal perfect subfield of such a

purely transcendental extension K = P(Y, Z) is simply the base field P itself.

In conclusion, we can state the theorem:

Theorem 7.2. If the field K of the hypothesis of §4 has the transcendence

degree 2 or more over the intermediate field L, then the fields of the Steinitz towers

do not always satisfy the conditionSo=L(S?) of Theorem 7.1. Specifically, there

exist such fields K with maximal perfect subfield P and S0>L(Sip).

8. Inseparable Steinitz field towers. If the field K under consideration

does not have a finite transcendence degree over its subfield L, as assumed in

the treatment of §4, then the fields Sk of the Steinitz field tower need not all

have separating transcendence bases over L. This we shall show by an ex-

ample (which is summarized below in Theorem 8.6).

Let P be any perfect field, and consider two denumerable sets of elements

T=  {to,ti,l2,- ■ ■  }, Y =  {y2, y,, • ■ •  };

let the elements of the set T be algebraically independent over P, define the

elements y of F by the equations

(1) y/= <»-2 + ln-itn , n = 2, 3, 4, ■ • • ,

and take K to be the field

K = P(T, Yp'x) = P(T, Y, F""1, Yp~\ ■ ■ ■).

Lemma 8.1. The set X composed of to alone is a p-basis of K.

* Added in proof: A proof is given in S. Mac Lane, Modular fields, I, Separating transcendence

bases, Duke Mathematical Journal, vol. 5 (1939). See Theorem 19, Corollary 1.
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Proof. The defining algebraic equations (1) can be rewritten as

(2) tn  =   iyl+1  —  tn-i)/tn+l, » fc  1.

An induction on «proves that each tn is in K"(t0), so that TcKp(t0), Yp~"cKp,

and hence K = K"(t0). This is the first condition that t0 be a /»-basis. On the

other hand, t0 is /»-independent; that is to say, t0 is not in Kp. For suppose that

to t Kp. The »+1 algebraically independent elements t0, h, • ■ • , tn are alge-

braic over £(/o, h, y2, • ■ ■ , y„) by the equations (l). Consequently the »+1

elements t0, h, y», • • • , yn must themselves be independent (algebraically)

over P. Hence F+ {t0, h \ is a set of elements independent over P, and {to, h}

are likewise independent over the subfield £(Fp-c°) of K. Introduce the addi-

tional subfields 2T„ = £(FP~°°, to, h, ■ ■ ■ , t„), with K=Y^Kn- By the equations

(1) the ¿'s in this field K„ can be expressed rationally in terms of the y's and

the last two ¿'s. Hence Kn = P(Yp~K, l„_i, /„), and {tn-i, tn\ is a set algebrai-

cally independent over £(Fp-°°). Suppose now that t0 is in Kp. Since K =E^",

to is in some field

KnP=   P(YP" , tLl,  tn)   =   P(Y'^ , £ , tf,  ■   •   •   , t » ) .

A successive application of the equations (2) then shows that h, t2, ■ ■ ■ ,

and finally tn-i are also in Knp. But the elements ip_1; /„" are known to

be algebraically independent over £(FP~°°), so that the extended field

Knp = P(Yp~°°, tp_i, t„p) certainly cannot contain a /»th root i„-i = (^_i)1/p.

This contradiction shows that t0 is /»-independent.

Lemma 8.2. The field L of all elements algebraic over P(to) is L = P(t0).

Proof. By Theorem 3.5, any element a in L is separable algebraic over

£(/0) and so over P(T). But K is obtained from P(T) by the successive ad-

junction of pth roots, which means that K is purely inseparable over P(T).

Therefore (Lemma III) the elements a of L all lie in P(T). The remaining

elements of T are algebraically independent of l0; so L must be £(¿o), as

asserted.

We now choose for K over L the transcendence basis Ti= {h, h, • ■ • } •

Lemma 8.3. The Steinitz field Si = ©(2sT; £(7\)) of all elements of K of ex-

ponent p or less over LiTi) is the field Si-L(Ti, Y) =P(t0, Th Y).

The defining equations (1) for the elements y make each y of exponent p

over P(¿o, Ti). Hence £(£i, F) cSi. Conversely, Si consists of certain ele-

ments of Kp"° = PiTp''°) of exponent p or less over PiT). Therefore, by

Lemma 6.1, Si cPiT»'1). In other words, Si satisfies

(3) MicSicMt,        Mi = LiTi,Y),        M2 = PiTp~1).
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The equations (2) show that M2 can also be generated as

M2 = P(to~\ Tf1) = P(T, F, t^) = Mi(tV).

Therefore the field M2 of (3) has degree p or 1 over Mi, so that Si is neces-

sarily Mi or M2. If Si = M2, then tp~l is in Si c K; hence ta is in Kp, contrary

to the result of Lemma 8.1. Therefore S\ = M\ = L(Ti, F).

Lemma 8.4. The field Sp contains neither tn nor tn/tn+ifor any integer n^O.

Proof. If tn were in Si", the equation (2) solved for i„_i shows that ¿n_i

is in Si". A repetition of this argument shows that tn-i, tn-s, and finally t0 are

in Sip cK", in contradiction to Lemma 8.1.

On the other hand, if tn/tn+i is in Sip, the equation (1) written in the form

yl+2/tn+i = tn/tn+i+tl+2 would imply that l//„+i and hence tn+i are in Sip, con-

trary to the already established part of the lemma.

Lemma 8.5. The first field Si = L(Ti, Y) of the Steinitz tower does not have a

separating transcendence basis over L.

If there were such a basis over L = P(to), the adjunction of to to this basis

would yield an enlarged s.t.b. Z— {zx, z2, • • • } for Si over P. We shall show

that this leads to a contradiction by finding a single z the adjunction of which

would simultaneously make yk and tk separable, in conflict with the form of

the inseparable defining equation (1). The argument depends on a reduction

to a finite subset of Z. Specifically, both t0 and h are separable over P(Z), so

that there must be a finite subset Zm= {z]; • • • , zm) so large that ta and h

are separable over P(Zm). All of the independent elements of T cannot be

dependent on this subset Zm, so that there must be an integer n 5:2, such that

to, h, ■ ■ ■ , tn-i are algebraic and hence separable over P(Zm), while the next

element tn is not so algebraic over Zm. However, /„ will be algebraic over a

larger set of z's, so that there is a set Zk = {z1; • • • , zk), (k^m), for which tn

is algebraic over P(Zk, zk+i), but not over P(Zk). The equations (1) make

(a) y„ algebraic over P(tn-2, tn-i, tn), (b) tn algebraic over P(tn-2, tn-i,yn).

Since both tn-2 and tn-i are already algebraic over P(Zk)o P(Zm), neither /„

nor y„ can be algebraic over P(Zk), and both tn and y„ must be algebraic over

P(Zk, z), where z = zft+i.

From the equations for /„ and yn over P(Zk, z), we can, by Lemma II,

pick the largest integers e and / such that

(4) /„ is separable over P(Zk, zp6); y„ is separable over P(Zk, z^).

By the exchange lemma, we then have

(5) zp' separable over P(Zk, tn); zpf separable over P(Zk, yn).

If e^f, the first statement of (4) and the second statement of (5) imply that
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/„ is separable over P(Zk, yn). Let N denote the field of all elements of Si sepa-

rable over P(Zk). By construction, tn~2 and tn-i are in N so that (1) makes t„

purely inseparable over N(yn). Therefore /„ e N(yn). In other words, /„ is a

rational function

tn = /(y„)/g(y„), /(y„), giy,) in N[yn],

where we can assume that the coefficients /(0), g(0) are not both 0. This

value of /„ substituted in (1) yields

yn[giyn)Y  =   tn-2[giyn)Y + tn-1 [/(?») ] ".

Here the variable y„ over N can be replaced by 0 with the result

-*„_2k(0)]p = ¿„_i[/(0)]p.

One and consequently both of /(0), g(0) are different from 0. Therefore

í„-2/¿„-i= — L/(0)/g(0)]p is in Sip, in contradiction to Lemma 8.4.

In the remaining case, when e </, a similar argument proves y„ 12V(i„) and

hence tn-2 e Np cKp, another contradiction. We have therefore constructed a

Steinitz field tower in which one of the fields Si has no s.t.b. over the ground

field L.

Theorem 8.6. There is a modular field K with maximal perfect subfield P,

a p-basis X, and a transcendence basis T over the subfield L of elements algebraic

over PiX), such that some field of the Steinitz lower for K relative to T over L does

not have a separating transcendence basis over L.

The example given establishes this theorem except for the hypothesis that

£ is the maximal perfect subfield of K; for the maximal perfect subfield of

the field used above manifestly includes £(FP_°°). The following modification

of the example will complete this point.

Choose sets of elements

T = {tk},        X = [xa],        Y = {yii\,

Ä = 0, 1,2, ••• ;* = 2,3,4, ••• ;/ = 0, 1,2, ••• ,

where the elements of T+X are to be viewed as algebraically independent

over a perfect field P, and where the elements y„- are algebraic over P(T, X)

in accord with the equations

(6) yn = tt-i + h-iU , i = 2, 3, • • • ,

(7) ya+i = xa + ya,       i = 2, 3, • • • ;/ = 0, 1, 2, • • •.

Equations (6) are analogous to the defining equations (1) of the previous ex-
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ample, while equations (7) differ from the repeated /»th roots Yp~e of the pre-

vious example only in the presence of the £,,-, which will insure that P is the

maximal perfect subfield. The field K to be considered is K = P(T, X, Y).

Lemma 8.61. (Compare Lemma 8.1.) The set X+ {ta\ is a p-basis of K.

That K = KP(X, to), one sees by inspection of the equations (6) and (7).

Conversely, to prove the /»-independence of X+ {to} it suffices to prove that

each X„+ {t0} is /»-independent, where X„ is the first of the "truncated" sets

Xn =  {Xij) , Yn =  {ya) , i = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n;j = 0, • • -, n.

The field K is approximated by a tower of fields

(8) Kn  =   P(to, tl,   ■   ■   ■   , tn,  Xn,   Y„) .

Since any /»-dependence will occur at some stage in this tower, it will suffice

to prove X„+{/o) /»-independent in Kn. The equations (7) allow rational

computations of ytJ- with/ <n in terms of yin, while according to (6), tt, • • •, /„

are algebraic over F„+ {t0, k}. Hence Kn has the transcendence basis

U = Xn + {to, h, y2n, ■ ■ ■ , y„„}.

Specifically, over P(U), Kn is the algebraic extension Kn = P(U, h, • ■ ■ , tn),

of degree [Kn:P(U)] is/»"-1. P(U) has a /»-basis of m+n+1 elements, where

m is the number of elements in X„, so that Kn, as a finite purely inseparable

extension of P(U), has a /»-basis of the same number* of elements. By the

definition of /»-independence in terms of degrees this means that [Kn: Knp]

= />m+n+1. Hence

(9) [Kn:KnP(h, Xn)]■ [K*(to, Xn):Kn"] = pm+n+1.

On the other hand, Fn = K„p(t0, X„) contains all /»th powers from Kn,

while by repeated applications of (6) it must contain ti, h, ■ • ■ , tn-i- But

Kn is generated over P by X„, to, ■ ■ ■ ,tn and y2„, • • • , ynn, so that

Kn  =    [Kn (to,  X„)\(t„,  y2n,  •   •   •   ,  ynn).

Each element adjoined on the right is purely inseparable of exponent p or 1 ;

hence [Kn: Knp(t0, X„)]^/»\ Combined with (9), this yields the inequality

[Knp (t0, X„):Knp ] ^/»m+1, where m+1 is the number of elements in Xn+ {t0}.

Therefore Xn+ {¿0} is /»-independent in Kn, as required for Lemma 8.61.

Using this /»-basis, denote by L the field of those elements of K algebraic

over P(to, X), and consider the transcendence basis Ti= {h, h, • ■ ■ ) for K

over L.

* By a theorem (unpublished) due to Dr. M. Becker, or by direct computation in this case.
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Lemma 8.62. The first field Si = <&i(K; L(Ti)) of the Steinitz tower relative

to L(Ti) is Si = P(T, X, yM, y30, y«, • • • ).

Proof. That Si includes the quantities indicated is manifest from the de-

fining equations; so the conclusion could be false only in the presence of an

element w not in P(T, X, y20, ■ ■ ■ ) but in Si. The pth power wp is then sepa-

rable over L(Ti) and hence over £(¿0, X, Ti), by Theorem 3.5. Choose » so

that w is in K„ of (8) and so that wp is separable over the field

(10) Dn  =   P(to, h,   ■   ■   ■   , tn,  Xn) .

The defining equations (7) for yin can be combined as

p„+l pn pn—1 p p

(11) y<„    = x<n_i + xin_2 + ■ • • + Xio + ti-iU + ti-2.

These equations have the form y£ =Ui-.2, where the quantities u on the

right lie in Dn and can be successively exchanged with the corresponding <<_2

in (10) to yield the generation

Dn  —   PiUa, Ui,  ■   ■   ■   ,  Un-2, tn-l, tn,  Xn) .

The field Kn = PiU, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tn) of (8) becomes

Kn  =   P(Xn, to, h,  ■   ■   ■   , tn,  y2n,  '  '   '   ,  y„„) ,

and hence is generated by adjoining to Dn the roots y,„ = u£¡~ :

p—n—l p—n-1 p—„-1

Kn  =  D„(Uo ,   Ml ,   •   •   •    ,   M„-2     ) •

The element w of Kn of exponent 1 over Dn must then by Lemma 6.1 (applied

with £ = £(/„_i, tn, Xn)) lie in the field Dn(ul'p, u\/p, ■ ■ ■ , u\¡l2). By the expan-

sions for the u's on the right of (11), this is the field Dn(y20, y3o, • ■ ■ , y„o).

This field is contained in the field P(T, X, y20, yäo, • • • ) of the lemma, counter

to the assumption that w does not lie in this field. This field is therefore equal

to Si, as asserted in the lemma.

This field Si may be briefly described as the field Si = P(T, X, y20, y3o, • • • )

generated by the adjunction of the independent variables T, X, and the roots

yi0 of the equations (6). It differs from the field Si of the previous example

only in the presence of certain variables X which nowhere figure in the de-

fining equations (6). A reapplication of the arguments used in the previous

case (Lemmas 8.1, 8.2, and 8.5) then establishes the following lemma:

Lemma 8.63. The first field Si of the Steinitz tower does not have a separating

transcendence basis over L.

This completes the counter-example, with the following additional prop-

erty not present in the previous example:
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Lemma 8.64. The field K above has P as its maximal perfect subfield.

Proof. Embed K in the field K' = K(s0, ft, • • • ), where Si = t\lv. If F'

is the set of elements y¿, with i = 2, 3, • • • and / = 1, 2, • • • , then

K' = P(Y', So, Si, ■ ■ ■ ), by the defining equations (6). Furthermore, the

generators Y'+{s0, Si, ■ • • } are algebraically independent. For the set of

elements {to, k, • • • , tm, #<;} with*'—2, ■ ■ ■ ,m and/ = 0, • • ■ , n — 1 consists

of (m+l) + (m — l)n elements and is known to be algebraically independent,

but is algebraically dependent upon the set {s0, • • • ,sm, y,-,} with i = 2, ■ ■ ■, m

and/ = 1, ■••,», which has the same number of elements. Therefore this sub-

set and the whole set F'+ {s0, *i, • • • } are algebraically independent. The

purely transcendental field K' = P(Y', s0, Si, • • • ) therefore has P as maximal

perfect subfield, as asserted.

9. Separating linear orders of the Steinitz field tower. F. K. Schmidt has

considered the possibility of "separating" orders for fields. Let a set K which

is a field have a linear order given by a relation <. For any element b in K

let Kb denote the subfield of K generated by the set of all elements c with

c <b. The given linear order is said to be a separating order if every element b

of K is either transcendental or separable and algebraic over the correspond-

ing Kb. The elements b algebraic over their respective fields Kb are said to be

algebraic in the given order. Schmidt [2, pp. 16, 46] now considers the follow-

ing situation:* K is a field which has no separating transcendence basis over

its prime field P; L is a subfield of K with a separating transcendence basis

over P such that KP~'°=K(LP"X) ; T is any transcendence basis for K over L,

and S„ is again the Steinitz field composed of all elements a of K such that ap"

is separable over L(T). This situation includes, in particular,! the situation

described in the hypothesis in our §4, provided we suppose that the P used

there is the prime field GF [/» ] and that K has no separating transcendence

basis over P. (Both of these assumptions can be made in the examples of

fields constructed in §§7 and 8.)

Given any such situation, Schmidt now asserts without proof [2, p. 46]

that "there exists a separating order ' < ' of K such that (i) ' < ' induces in each

field Sn a separating normal order Wn (well ordering); (ii) if the elements of

K are written down in the order specified by ' <', then one obtains an additive

representation

* The notation has been changed thus:

F. K. Schmidt: S 2' © 8<« £)
S. Mac Lane: K L T 5< <

f Schmidt does not assume that his field L can be constructed from a ¿»-basis X; examples can

be given of a field L which cannot be so constructed and which still has the properties specified by

Schmidt.
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o

R = L + 2—1 G,        c„ = o„ — o„_i,        Co = oo — L.
«=00

In other words, the elements of L precede all other elements, and the elements

of each complement G preceded those of the complement G_i, • • • . (iii)

Every element b oí Sn algebraic in the order ' < ' of K is separable and alge-

braic in the separating normal order Wn+i of the subfield 5B+i. Furthermore,

the coefficients of the irreducible separable polynomial G(x) satisfied by b in

the order Wn+i (that is, satisfied by b over iSn+i)b) are present in the field

Snb(C"+1) where Snb is the smallest subfield of Sn containing all elements of Sn

which precede b in the order Wn."

The separating order Wn obtained here means that S„ contains no ele-

ment inseparable and algebraic over the intermediate field L. In other words,

K can contain no such element. The hypotheses stated for L are not in them-

selves sufficient to insure this condition. Certainly an additional hypothesis

is intended, such as the assumption that L is relatively algebraically closed

in K or the assumption that the elements of K algebraic over L are separable

over L.

The conclusion (iii) formulated above can be further reduced. For any b

in S„ the field (Sn+i)b which contains all elements of S„+i preceding b must by

(ii) contain L and G+i, and, therefore, by Lemma 4.3, also contains

£(G+i) =L(S„+i) =Sn+i- In other words, b is contained in (S^.^; the irreduc-

ible equation G(x) is x — b, and condition (iii) becomes

(1) ¿» e 5„¡,(G+i).

We now show from (iii) by transfinite induction that every b of S„ is in

L(C*+i). The first b oí Sn lies, by condition (ii), in L and hence in L(Cp+i).

Suppose now that our assertion has been established for all predecessors of b

in the normal order of Wn of S„. The field Snb is then generated by elements

c<b which, by assumption, are all in L(Cn+1); hence by (1), b is also in

L(Cl+i). Since K is supposed to have no separating transcendence basis, K>L

and Lemma 4.3 applies. It shows that L(Cv+i) =L(Sp+i), so that the conclu-

sion obtained can be stated thus:

Lemma 9.1. Conditions (i), (ii), awd* (iii) above imply that S„cL(Sp+i).

This conclusion cannot always be true, as indicated in Theorem 7.2.

Therefore the conclusion (iii) must be dropped. On the other hand, (i) means,

as in Theorem 2.1, that each S„ has a separating transcendence basis over P.

That this cannot always be the case was shown in Theorem 8.1. Schmidt's

conclusions can then only be taken in some restricted form, as in our Theo-
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rems 4.2 and 5.1, or perhaps by stating that for a field K there exists a spe-

cifically selected field L and transcendence basis T for which the conclusions

are true. A restricted theorem of this latter type, if demonstrable, would be

satisfactory for the applications to the structure of perfect fields envisaged

by Schmidt.
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